The present paper examines the geographical distribution of three reflexes of a transitive be perfect in North America: done, finished, started (e.g.
Introduction
One distinct feature of Canadian English that sets it apart from American English has, until recently, eluded dialectological and theoretical treatments -namely, the absence of a preposition after done and finished in exemplars such as:
(1) a. And the kids are all either finished school or finishing off university.
b. …I would come out and play ball when we were finished our work. Dialectologia 17 (2016) , 167-199. ISSN: 2013 167-199. ISSN: -2247 (2) a. when I don't have hockey and I'm done my homework I go there and skate b. She doesn't receive EI when the kids are done school and grown.
Bank of Canadian English
These exemplars contrast with their Standard English equivalents I am done with dinner and I am finished with my homework. The underlying grammatical schema is not limited to done and finished only; in some Canadian dialects, it may also be extended to started, e.g. I am started my homework (Yerastov 2010 (Yerastov , 2011 (Yerastov , 2012 . In the present paper, I will use the shorthand notation [be done NP] to refer collectively to the constructional schema [be {done, finished, started} NP] .
Prior literature has reported on various reflexes of the transitive be perfect in Bungi English in the Canadian prairies (Gold 2007) , Lumbee English in North Carolina (Wolfram 1996) , and dialects spoken in Southern Atlantic states and Pennsylvania (Atwood 1953) . It has also been experimentally shown that the construction [be done NP] is acceptable to speakers of Canadian English in Alberta, and is likely to be a special case of the transitive be perfect (Yerastov 2012 ).
The comparative corpus study, reported on in this paper, tracks the geographical distribution of the construction 1 in Canada and the US, using data from mass media databases. The results of the corpus study show that [be done NP] is widespread in Canadian English, and marginal in American English. The results further show that the construction is proportionately distributed across Canadian provinces and municipalities, with done and finished preferred as participles in the construction. I motivate the geographical distribution of the construction with a pattern of historical settlements, and draw connections to evidence of [be done NP] in historical corpora and fictional literature. In doing so, I reinforce the hypothesis of Scottish etymology of [be done NP] proposed in prior work (Yerastov 2010 (Yerastov , 2011 (Yerastov , 2012 With a corpus focus, the present paper complements etymological conclusions drawn from experimental data (2012) but differs from the experimental work in having its main focus on the geography of the construction rather than its morphosyntax.
Unlike previous corpus-based work on [be done NP] (Yerastov 2010 (Yerastov , 2011 , the present paper is based on a substantially larger, systematically expanded sample of data.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2, I review the literature on transitive be perfects in English, suggesting a connection between various dialectal attestations of the transitive be perfect and [be done NP]. In §3, I discuss the sources of my data, the search procedure, and a control condition for my study. In §4, I present my findings, demonstrating the prevalence of the construction in Canada and its marginality in the US. In §5, I highlight the most important findings, and situate them in relation to some of the literary, historical, and dialectal facts; I tentatively propose a Scottish etymology for the construction. In §6, I conclude with a list of unresolved problems, and directions for future research.
Literature review

Periphrastic perfects and split auxiliary systems
Perfect constructions in Indo-European languages normally take the form of verbal perphrasis in which an auxiliarty -either be or have -combines with a past participle form. The emergence of periphrastic perfect constructions follows well-established grammaticalization paths (Bybee et al. 1994) ; the input to grammaticalization comes from stative constructions for be perfects and possessive constructions for have perfects. Because possession inherently requires a direct object, have perfects, after grammatical reanalysis, inherit that object. On the other hand, statives do not inherently require a direct object; periphrastic perfect structures that emerge from stative sources do no have a syntactic position for direct objects. Therefore have perfects are inherently transitive, while be perfects inherently intransitive. It is well known that the two periphrastic perfect schemas compete with each other for membership of past participles. In some languages, such competition results in split auxiliary systems, as for example in French or German. In others, the have schema takes over the perfect domain, e.g. English or Pennsylvania German (Heine & Kuteva 2005: 140-41) .
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Dialectologia 17 (2016 ( ), 167-199. ISSN: 2013 ( -2247 Reverse developments, in which the auxiliary be takes over the entire perfect domain, appear to be possible as well, but they are not well -if at all -documented diachronically, being inferred from synchronic states. For example, within the IndoEuropean family, very few dialects/languages are known to have a fully productive tranistive be perfect: insular dialects of Scots -Shetlandic (Robertson & Graham 1991) and Orcadian (Flaws & Lamb 1996) , Lumbee (Wolfram 1996) and Bungee (Gold 2007) English in North America, and dialects of Italian (Bentley & Eythórsson 2003: 451) 
Etymology of [be done NP]
Since the emergence of [be done NP] is not historically documented, we can use the construction's synchronic clues as a window onto its past. The construction yields resultative interpretations, as would be expected from a perfect construction in English (Yerastov 2011 (Yerastov , 2012 ; for example, a speaker of Canadian English saying I'm done the dishes profiles the result of the event, which persists at speech and reference time.
Resultative interpretation is what [be done NP] shares in common with its better known intransitive relative [be done (with NP)]. In fact, Yerastov (2012) Dialectologia 17 (2016 ( ), 167-199. ISSN: 2013 ( -2247 suggests they were unlikely to develop resultative uses, since at the time of their entrance the intransitive be perfect paradigm was already starting to lose its schematicity and was unlikely to be extended to new members, either. (Filppula 1999: 90) This after perfect is formally and semantically paralleled by an immediate perfect construction in Irish:
(5) Tá said tar éis teach a thógáil Is they after house build -VN 'They are after building a house'.
'They have just built a house.' (Hickey 2007: 149) The presence of the construction [be after V-ing] ( Robertson & Graham 1952: 11) In a grammatical overview of Orcadian, Flaws & Lamb (1996) state that the auxiliary be is used instead of English have: Dialectologia 17 (2016 ( ), 167-199. ISSN: 2013 ( -2247 b. Wir biggid the stack
We're built the stack c. Thoo'll be gotten a fair price for thee kye You'll be gotten a fair price for your cattle (Flaws & Lamb 1996: X) These attestations may be independently confirmed with data from Shetlandic sources in the Scottish Corpus of Texts and Speech (SCOTS): (8) ©Universitat de Barcelona (9) a. We're nearly finished this ain't we.
b. We are finished this ones and this ones and this ones, Mammy.
c. I'm finished something.
d. You can get ain when we're finished our tape.
e. We're just about finished the sewing.
Scottish Corpus of Texts and Speech
At the same time, started exemplars have been attested by Caroline Macafee as a non-standard feature of mainland Scots. The similarity of entrenchment patterns of [be done NP] in North America, Scotland, and Ireland suggests a genetic relationship.
Reflexes in North America
Some exemplars of the transitive be perfect have been attested in North America (Atwood 1953 , Wolfram 1996 , and Gold 2007 . Atwood (1953: 26-27) b. I says, I'm Indian, I says, I'm been nothing, I says, but a Indian, I says here. (Wolfram 1996) Neither Gold (2007) nor Wolfram (1996) provide much descriptive evidence of the productivity of the transitive be perfect. Gold acknowledges that in her study of a corpus of Bungi data there are only a few unambiguous examples of the transitive be perfect where the auxiliary is unmistakably be, as in (10a) An experimental study (Yerastov 2012) has demonstrated that the construction [be done NP] occurs in Canada, an area with a documented Scottish founder effect (Dollinger 2008; Benett 2003; Bumstead 1981) . While most participants in the study came from Calgary and the province of Alberta, Yerastov (2012) argues that the results are generalizable to Canadian English as a whole. Other experimental studies confirm the absence of the construction in Illinois, but document its occurrence in Vermont (Yerastov 2010) , another area where a Scottish founder effect has been documented (Shields 1996) . Yerastov (2012 Yerastov ( , 2010 further demonstrates that the construction is not an idiom, but rather partially schematic. Thus, the subject slot is restricted to animate referents, the participle slot favors three items only, and the direct object slot tends to be marked for definiteness. However, the direct object slot is open-ended and variable.
Importantly, Yerastov (2012) While experimental studies offer the advantage of testing the morphosyntactic limits of the construction, these studies have an inherent drawback in that they are skewed to the locale from which the participants are drawn, not to mention the observer's paradox (Labov 1972) . It is understandably difficult to recruit a participant sample representative of entire North America. Even though the participant samples in Yerastov (2012 Yerastov ( , 2010 ) included a few consultants from areas other than Alberta, Illinois and Vermont, one needs to independently confirm the generalizability of such findings ©Universitat de Barcelona Dialectologia 17 (2016 ( ), 167-199. ISSN: 2013 ( -2247 179 to the entire countries of Canada and the United States. The present study attempts to do so with a corpus study of Canadian and American English. Unlike previous work, the focus of the present study is on geographical distribution; no attempt is made here to refine previous morphosyntactic and semantic analyses.
Methodology
Goal
The goal of the present investigation is to track the geographical distribution of the construction [be done NP] in the US and Canada.
Hypothesis
I hypothesize that [be done NP] is prevalent in Canada and marginal in the US. My hypothesis is informed by the distribution of the transitive be perfect across Scottish/ English dialects (Millar 2007; Pavlenko 1997; Flaws 1996) , occurrences of [be done NP] in Canada (Yerastov 2012) , and a Scottish founder effect on Canadian English (Dollinger 2008 , Bennet 2003 . tokens (see Table 10 below). While these results provided valuable attestations of the construction (some of which will be discussed in § 5), they were not statistically meaningful for tracking the geographical distribution of the construction. Therefore I decided to turn to mass media databases as the source of corpus data for the present study.
Sources of data
My search of mass media sources was motivated by the assumption that tokens of This figure is calculated by summing up the totals of days of coverage for each periodical in the database. Overlapping coverage is not subsumed but added up.
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Dialectologia 17 (2016 ( ), 167-199. ISSN: 2013 ( -2247 corpora, based on descriptors provided by database vendors, in order to have a meaningful yardstick against which to interpret and normalize search results.
One straightforward solution might be to measure the frequency of a linguistic feature against the number of periodicals in a database. This solution is not without problems because periodicals differ in how far they go back in time. A more accurate solution might be to count the number of days of coverage for each periodical in a database and sum up the results. Thus, one could quantify a universe of discourse covered by database material in terms of time rather than word count. Adopting this approach, we can sum up the days of coverage across all periodicals within each database (Table 1 ) and calculate the normalization factor for Canadian search results: 1,525,615 : 993,775 = 1.5. Of course, this course-grained approach is not without flaws either; for one, the length of a periodical varies from week to week and from publisher to publisher, and the resulting measure of corpus size is much less accurate than the traditional word count.
Yet another solution might lie in normalizing the results against another linguistic feature. Because many news media databases do not provide much-needed linguistic tools such as counting the frequency of an indvidual item, part-of-speech tagging and punctuation sensitive searching, generating frequency data for a normalizing feature may very well turn into an independent study of its own. As an automated alternative, however, we can count the frequency of database entries (articles, editorials, press releases, broadcasts) containing tokens of certain features.
But which features should we normalize against? We might try using high frequency functional words such as the, in, and semi-functional words such as do (Table   2) . However, not all database engines are alike, and some will cap search results at a certain number, as does Newspaper Source, effectively rendering useless counting entries with words like the. The comparability of the two databases can be seen in a very strong positive correlation (r = 0.99) between the two sets of search results in Table 3 . Further, when we calculate the normalization factors for the Canadian Newsstand, we get: These results are similar to the normalization factor of 1.5 calculated on the basis of days of coverage above. Given the cross-validation of the two normalization methods proposed here, we can be assured that our comparison of Newspaper Source and Canadian Newsstand will be statistically meaningful. 
Procedure
Findings
The distribution of constructional tokens ( The normalization factor of 1.5 is used to adjust the Canadian result (see 3.3 for justification).
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Map 2. A feature map
The results from Canadian Newsstand (Table 5 and Data not provided by ProQuest.
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Dialectologia 17 (2016 ( ), 167-199. ISSN: 2013 ( -2247 Dialectologia 17 (2016 ( ), 167-199. ISSN: 2013 ( -2247 b. When I was started golf, Se Ri Pak won the U.S. Women's Open tournament, so this tournament is really special for me.
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c. You never want to put your team down in any situation but I was started that to stick up for a teammate.
d. Western Coal was started work in the Tumbler Ridge area five years ago in an effort to tap into a surge in world coal demand […] The participle finished dominates the Newsstand sample (64.5%), followed by done (35.17%) and started (0.25%). When assessing these findings, we should bear in mind that educated writers of English prefer to use lexically specific verbs to semantically general ones; regardless of dialect, many composition instructors have general discomfort with the form done. This prescptive attitude appears to hold in Canadian English and might be skewing the distribution away from done towards finished in written media, including the sample under investigation.
The internal consistency of the findings can also be revealed when we examine the distribution of the participles by province (Table 6 ). Excluding started from consideration due to its statistical marginality, we can find a perfect positive correlation between the distribution of done and finished across the provinces (Figure 3 ). Canadian Newsstand provides attestations of the construction from 1978 up to the present moment. A rapid increase in occurrences around the year 1998 is most likely due to the proliferation of digital technologies, which made it easier to capture news media data.
Discussion of findings
In what follows, I will consider whether [be done NP] is a recent innovation in North American English and adduce additional evidence to support the claim that [be done NP] is marginal in the US and prevalent in Canada.
Retention or innovation?
The results of the present study show that the construction has been in Canadian Dialectologia 17 (2016 17 ( ), 167-199. ISSN: 2013 17 ( -2247 This question may be answered with the help of the Contemporary and Historical And it feels good to be finished the expedition because now I can breathe a sigh of relief that nothing really major happened to us during the expedition.
Interview with Dialectologia 17 (2016 ( ), 167-199. ISSN: 2013 ( -2247 documented (Dollinger 2008; Bumstead 1981; Bennet 2003; Leyburn 1962; Shields 1996) . Unsurprisingly, New England, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and New York are the areas from which the United Empire Loyalists moved to found the country of Canada (Dollinger 2008: 64-76) . It is likely that [be done NP] was a feature of the dialect substratum that the United Empire Loyalists brought to Canada, which may also have been reinforced by subsequent Scottish and Irish migration to the Maritimes (Dollinger 2008: 78-88) and to Vermont (Shields 1996) .
Distribution in North America
The present study shows the marginality of the construction [be done NP] in the US and its prevalence in Canada. This finding accords with the (scarce) data from COCA, BCE, and the Strathy Corpus. A normalized comparison of these corpora is presented in Both northeastern Vermont and Phildadelphia have experienced a Scottish founder effect (Leyburn 1962; Shields 1996) . For example, consider the case of Orleans County in Vermont, where several towns were settled by Scots (Shields 1996 Dialectologia 17 (2016 ( ), 167-199. ISSN: 2013 ( -2247 197 that the construction [be done NP] has a Scottish etymology, and is probably a reflex the transitive be perfect in insular Scots.
The results of this study confirm the generalizability of the experimental findings based on the Illinois and Alberta samples (Yerastov 2012 (Yerastov , 2010 to Canada and the United States. While both experimental and corpus studies have their inherent methodological drawbacks, the convergence of their results contributes to our confidence that we have adequately described the distribution and properties of the construction.
